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Professor A. Leo Oppenheim, of the Oriental Institute, has recently prepared 
a new translation of the well-known Assyrian cuneiform glassmaking texts. 
His translation forms the basis of a book which will appear shortly after this 
symposium ('). The importance of these texts lies in the fact that on the basis 
of earlier translations (2) it was believed that they were «recipes» for making 
glasses. But there has always lingered in the minds of at least a few glass special
ists (the present author included) some doubts as to the validity of this conclusion. 
For example, such doubts were voiced unequivocally by Dr. Frederic Schuler at 
the VIth International Congress on Glass in 1962 (S). Speaking only for myself, 
these doubts were not based upon any questioning of the scholarship of the earlier 
translators, but rather upon the fact that the evidence they were able to garner 
at "that time seemed less than totally convincing, and there remained a distinct 
possibility that the materials described in the texts were related to glasses but 
were not necessarily true glasses. Because these texts are so important to the study 
of the early history of glass making it has always been hoped that someday the 
question could be resolved conclusively one way or the other. 

(1) A. Leo OPPENHEIM, Dan BARAG, Axel VON SALDERN, and Robert H . BRILL, 
Glass and Glassmaking in Ancient Mesopotamia , An Edition of the Cuneiform Texts Which 
Contain Instructions for Glassmakers and A Catalogue of Surviving Objects, The Corning 
Museum of Glass, 1970. 

(2) Three familiar publications dealing with the texts are Reginald CAMPBELL 
THOMPSON, On the Chemistry of the Ancient Assyrians, Luzac and Co., London, 1925; 
Heinrich ZIMMERN, « Assyrische chemisch-technische Rezepte insbesondere fur Herstellung 
farbiger g lasierter Ziegel, in Umschrift und trbersetzung », Zeitschrift fur AssY1-iologie und 
Verwandte Gebiete, Neue Folge, Band 2, 1925, pp. 177-208; and c.]. GADD and R. CAMP
BELL THOMPSON, « A Middle-Babylonian Chemical Text », Iraq, vo l. III, part 1, Spring, 
1936, pp. 88-96. 

(3) Frederic SCHULER, « Ancient Glassmaking Methodology for Attacking the 
Assyrian Glassmaking Texts », Advances in Glass Technology, Part 2, Plenum Press, New 
York, 1963, pp. 381-383 . 
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The texts consist primarily of a few dozen fragments of tablets from the 
library of Assurbanipal (668-627 B.C). One tablet is shown in fig. 1. Although 
the tablets themselves date from the 7th cent. B.C, Professor Oppenheim has 
now demonstrated on the basis of philological evidence that they are copies of 
Middle Assyrian prototypes which had originally been composed in the last 
centuries of the second millennium B.C Thus the texts become even more 
intriguing because they carry us back still closer to the discovery of glass. Three 
additional tablets of earlier date were also translated by Professor Oppenheim. 
Two of these came from Babylon and Boghazkeui and a third if of unknown 
provenience. 

During the decades that have elapsed since the tablets were first studied, 
many important advances have been made in Assyriology and Professor Oppen
heim has been able to take advantage of these in preparing his new translations. 
Thus, not only can greater confidence be placed in the new translation, but also 
in Professor Oppenheim's conclusions, one of which is that the texts definitely 
do deal with the making of various colored glasses. But the intervening years have 
also led to the acquisition of new archae logical evidence about early Mesopotamian 
glasses and to very considerable advances in our understanding of the chemistry 
and the technology of glassmaking in early times. Therefore, the forthcoming 
publication of Professor Oppenheim's work will be accompanied by a com
prehensive catalogue of early Mesopotamian glasses and a chemical interpretation 
of his translations. The catalogue has been prepared by Dr. Dan Barag and 
Dr. Axel von Said ern and the chemical interpretations by the present author. 
It is the latter, the chemical interpretations, which are the subject of this paper. 
Whereas Professor Oppenheim's conclusions were drawn essentially from philo
logical reasoning, ' the inferences we shall discuss here were drawn from chemical 
reasoning, and as such they constitue a complementary body of evidence. 

Because of the great interest in these texts among glass specialists, we felt 
that it would be of value to present our findings as a lecture at this symposium. 
But there would obviously be little point to reiterating here in print the full 
range of our deliberations, for they will very shortly be available in the complete 
publication. Our objectives here are simply to illustrate some of the approaches 
that the archaelogical chemist can take in attempting better to understand ancient 
texts such as these, and to summarize some of the conclusions drawn in the course 
of our work. While the brevity of this summary may make the entire study appear 
simple and straightforward, the fact is that as soon as one becomes immersed in 
interpreting the chemical aspects of the texts the subject quickly becomes very 
complicated and one fraught with many unsuspected difficulties. 

There are two major sources of difficulty encountered in interpreting the 
texts chemically. First, many of the tablets themselves are fragmentary and thus 
evidence is missing. Secondly, the identifications of several of the ingredients 
called for by the instructions remain obscure - and it is obviously difficult to 
try to follow a «recipe» in which some of the ingredients are unknown. Over 
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Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

and above this Professor Oppenheim has cautioned us that the texts are essentially 
literary in character and were not at all intended to be explicit step-by-step recipes 
or instructions that the glassmakers would follow out in order to make their 
materials. Therefore, one must avoid the temptation to take these texts too literally. 

Despite these difficulties, however, and others, we believe we were able to 
demonstrate chemically that the texts are concerned with the manufacture of true 
glassy materials. Strictly speaking, we cannot claim absolute confidence in these 
conclusions as long as a significant number of ingredients remain unidentified, 
but we feel that the case is so strong that it can be stated with little reservation. 

In general, our conclusions were drawn from four types of considerations. 
To illustrate these we are including here : (1) Some very brief comments on 
the general scheme of the texts and the ingredients used, (2) the results of a 
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calculation, and (3) the results of a laboratory experiment conducted by following 
out the instructions given in one part of the texts. It is also important to note 
that we have not been able to find any contradictory evidence, that is, evidence 
that would support uniquely a view that the texts describe the preparation of any 
material other than glasses. 

The general schemes of the procedures described in the texts, as well as 
many of the details, make sound glass making sense. In fact, if one were to set 
out today to make small quantities of, let us say, a green or red opaque glass in 
a backyard operation, the schemes proposed by the texts are just about what one 
with some glassmaking experience would devise. 

The ingredients specified - as far as they can be identified - are those 
we believe were used for making glass in ancient Mesopotamia. Not only are 
the ingredients reasonable, but, with a few exceptions, they are used in reasonable 
proportions. Also, the total quantities of materials involved are about what we 
feel the glassmakers of those times could have managed to deal with. 

One particular part of the texts describes the preparation of a material called 
zukt2. From the general scheme of the context, it is apparent that zukt2 is an 
intermediate product. It is prepared by reacting a mineral immanakku (which 
I believe to be quartzite pebbles), with ahussu, the ashes of the naga plant. The 
reactants are ground separately, then mixed and placed in a kiln. The mixture 
is heated at a moderate temperature (red heat), removed from the kiln, cooled 
and ground (4). Then the material is placed in the kiln and heated again, this 
time to a higher temperature (yellow heat), and poured out onto a fired brick. 

Looking at glassmaking as a pyrotechnological process, this procedure would 
have allowed the glassmaker to accomplish the most difficult chemical step of 
the process, that is, the combination of his silica-bearing ingredient with alkali 
to produce a more or less homogeneous, one-phase system. Having accomplished 
this he could then work with his zukt2 being able to concentrate on the more 
subtle chemical steps of adding colorants and opacifiers, which, in fact, is exactly 
what the following sections of the texts tell him to do. 

These particular sections of the text are well preserved and the ingredients 
can be identified with some confidence, and so they were selected for thorough 
study. By assuming that the immanakku mineral could be approximated by 
quartzite pebbles, and that the ash of the naga plant could be approximated by 
a composite composition derived from those of analyzed plant ashes, we calculated 
a theoretical composition for zukt2 using the quantities of ingredients specified 
by the instructions. (A typical plant specimen is illustrated in fig. 2.) The 
composition calculated for zukt2 agrees very well with analyzed compositions of 
early Mesopotamian glasses, if one makes allowances for the subsequent additions 
of colorants and opacifiers. (See table 1.) 

('1) This procedure would serve the purpose of opening up the reaction between the 
silica and alkali, and would expel the gaseous reaction products from the system. In practice 
it would probably have been controlled so as to have left the materials as a partially reacted, 
friable mass which today is called a frit. 
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TABLE 1 (') 

Composition « Typical» Analyses Hypothetical Composition 
Assumed of Mesopotamian Mesopotamian Calculated 

fo r ahussu ( 2) Glasses (3) «Base Glass» (4) for zuki2 (5) 

Na2 0 34.5 % Si02 55 64% 68 56 66 '% 70 56.0 % 
KzO 5.20 Na20 13 16 19 14 17 20 23.8 
CaO 9 .20 CaO 4 6.5 8 4 7 10 6.6 
MgO 7.80 
Al 2 0 3 1.10 K20 1 1.5 3 1 1.5 3 3.8 

MgO 3 4.5 6 3 4.5 6 5.6 
24.0 

3.20 A lz0 3 1.5 2 3 1.5 2 3 2.2 
6.20 FeZ0 3 0 .5 1 1.5 0 .5 1 1.5 0 .7 
1.50 T i0 2 0.1 0. 1 0.05 

FezO3 0.6 MnO var. 0.02 0.05 
MnO 0. 1 Sb20 5 var. O.OOX( ?) nil 
Ti02 0. 1 PbO var. O.OOOX( ?) nil 
Si0 2 3.0 
Li20 - BaO --,0. 1 --,0. 1 --,0.1 
BaO 0.2 SrO --,0. 1 --,0 .1 --,0. 1 
SrO 0.2 
B20 3 - PZ0 5 --,0 .3 --,0 .3 1.0 
Zr02 -- S03 --,0.3 --,0.3 --,0.5(?) 
PbO -- Cl --,0.3 --,0.3 --,0.5 (?) 

« Oth er» 3.1 

Na?O/ K2O 6.64 

lAsh Residue --' 37 

NOTES TO ACCOMPANY TABLE 1 

(1) Information taken from «The Chemical Interpretation of the Texts », Glass and 
Glassmaking in Ancient Mesopotamia. (See complete reference in footnote no. 1.) 

(2) This is a composite of values estimated from analyses of specimens of p lant ashes. 
( 3) The compositions of early Mesopotamian glasses valY considerably with period 

and color. The values given are meant to represent typica l values and the approximate ranges 
found. var. indicates elements which are variable depending upon the color of the glasses. 

(4) This is a hypothetical composition (typical values and ranges) for a colorless 
« base glass» to which could have been added various colorants and opacifiers in order 
to produce glasses having the analyzed compositions listed in the previous column. The 
nom inal values in the previous column were used for calculating the values for the hypo
thetical «base glass ». I 

(5) Calculated by assuming the proportions given in sections 1 and 4 of the cuneiform 
texts. (See note 1.) The immanakku mineral was assumed to have the following com
position Si02 = 95.0 percent, Alz0 3 = 2.5 percent, FeZ0 3, CaO, MgO, NazO and K 20 

= 0.5 percent each. The ahussu composition used was that given in the first column of 
th is table. The mineral :ash ratio was assumed to be 10:12. 
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Having gained some confidence from the results of these calculations we 
then proceeded to test the instructions more directly. By using quartzite pebbles 
from Iran for the immanakku and a sample of plant ash purchased in a soap shop 
in Afghanistan for the ahussu, we followed out the directions given by the texts. 
After the first heating (ten hours at 920 <l C.) a frit was obtained, which was 
then cooled, pulverized, and reheated in a crucible as the texts tell us to do. 
(The second heating was for sixteen hours at 1100 0 C.) The resulting product 
was a well-melted, homogeneous piece of transparent pale bluish glass of very 
good quality. (See figures 3, 4 and S.) 

Although the conditions and materials selected for our experiment were 
obviously arbitrary, the results certainly imply an important conclusion; namely, 
that the zuk,2 mentioned in the text, and consequently the materials prepared 
from it in the later procedures, truly are glasses. 

It is not as easy to carry out similar trial experiments with the other processes 
described in the texts because the identifications of the ingredients cannot usually 
be made with as much confidence as in this instance. Nevertheless, the several 
trial experiments we have made tend to substantiate the chemical conclusions 
gleaned from the texts themselves. 

Descriptions of Samples Mentioned in Text 

CMG 1314 - Quartzite pebbles collected by the late Dr. Hans Wulff at a present
day potter's shop in Isfahan, where they are used, after having 
been pulverized, for the manufacture of a «stone paste pottery». 
Sampled from specimens on loan from the Smithsonian Institution 
through the courtesy of Dr. Clifford Evens of the Department of 
Anthropology. (Ethnology Cat. no. 409,307; Wulff no. 42. ) 
Illustrated here in figure 4. 

CMG 1330 - A large chunk of tezab, a hard , porous, gray material purchased 
by the author in a soap shop in Kandahar, Afghanistan (Aug. 13, 
1968) . For chemical analysis see forthcoming Glass and Glass
making in Ancient Mesopotamia. Illustrated here in figure 3. 

CMG 1381 - Small hard lumps of qili, a grayish plant ash collected at Qasr el 
Hayr in Syria, by Miss Hayat Salam and Prof. Oleg Grabar in 
June, 1969. This material was prepared by local workers from the 
plants described under CMG 1380. For chemical analysis see forth
coming Glass and Glassmaking in Ancient Mesopotamia. Illustrated 
here in figure 3. 
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Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 Fig. 5 

CMG 1326 - Small thin stems of the chinan plant purchased in the mq in 
Baghdad, by Mr. Jeffrey J. Orchard (May 14, 1969). The sample 
is described as, « ... dried and chopped, for use in washing clothes, 
etc., as a detergent ». Illustrated here in figure 2. 

CMG 1380 - Small thin stems of the chinan plant from Qasr el Hayr Sharqi, 
Syria. Collected by Miss Hayat Salam and Prof. Oleg Grabar in 
the first week of June, 1969. They describe the plant as being 
very abundant in the desert for many miles around. It is collected 
and burned for the preparation of qili by the occupants of the 
area. 
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